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.ABSTRACT g

The Bio-Medical Library at the University of, .
Minnesota has access to two on -line computer systems: the, .MEDLINE
system-(MEDLARS ON-LINE) of the National Library of Medicine and the
State University of New York4SUNY) Biomedical Communication Network.
tEDLINE consists of two flleg whichprovide-coverage of the "Index
edicus".from 1970 to the present. The SONY network offers the Same

op-line retrieval of ft,Index Medicus" but also 'includes off-line
retrospective searches from 1964 to date. In addition, the. SUN!
system has $ title scan fe4ture which permits title searcbing by, any
speCifia terms'desired to Pinpoint information. The MEDLIBE system is
used'unless the-subject area of the'search is peripheral to clinica.,.
medicine,' a comprehensive search prior to 1970 is needed, or a'very
specific-term is required. In,.these cases or,when the REDLINE system

, is. not available the SUNY-system is usedi\-(.7G)
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INTRD DUCT

. ,.. . ,

The printed Index Medicus has long been tht most widely used journal
ci.a.tion retrieva.i.o.l for the health professionals. In response,to
the need for tore. rapid bib'llOgraphia access to the Index Medicos,
MEDLARS 1Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System), a computer-
based sYstez., became operational in 1966. IEDLARS did produce compre-
hensive bibliographies , but it was .a batched system and thus was not
as rapid as necessary. To be truly efficient, en on-line system Vas
needed. By 1970 two on-line.syr...tems m?.de the Index ktl&dicus available
for -ccmp,uter-assisted bibliographic searching: SUNY and KEDINE. .

The introduction of the State pniversity 'of New York-*(SUNY) Biomedical
Commultication Network as the fir.st on -line system for the retrieval of
biomedical literature in October, 1968 heralded the beginning of a new
era in the provision of me.dical. li.brapt services.

\ ,

The ability of On-line 'computer systems to 'store and then search the
vast and continually increasing number of citations to biomedical, literature
allows the medical Library to offer its patrons computer-produced
bibliographies on a wide tariety of subjects within a matter of minute,s
by eliminating the need for manual searching in all theal standard. printed
reference sources.

The success.. of the SUNY Network spurrea. the development of other
information systems in biomedicine. The National Library of Meditine's

AIM-1;12)C service "became aVailab).6 in 1970, followed closely by their more
comprehensive NEDLI&E ser`ice in 1971 On-line access is. also. available
to. chemical, biological, psychological, and otherhealth-related, literature.

BIO-MEDICAL LIBRARY OFFERS, TWO ON-LINE SERVICES.

The Bio-Medical Library- at the University Of'' Minnesota will soon join
the ranks of the growing number "of medical libraries that are able to
-provide their patrons access to multi-pie on-line information... ervices.

The Library jpined the National Library of Medicine's /EDLINEsystem in
- thine, 1972 and became amember of the SUNY Network in March,_ 1973, providing

its libraV pa\-,rons access to two separate on=line retrieval services to help.
. meet their information needs. Thus in less than a year, the .library progressed
from the riahual procesiing ofinforrnationz'resuests into the Position of ffering
computerized literature saarching.from multipie..data bases. \

7

..

The Bio-t!edical a.Librry- has initiated or.iff planning mar.y ne.4, programs-
. lrbich irorove service to pfttrons, such an computerizatien of -.;..schnical- l --

processing...The user, .however, often, is riot. aware .of- the'actuallource. of
such improved service. The' on-line bkblidgraphic search service i s. very
apparent to the user, as -it provides assistance .fora persOrial, irmedi.ate

.information need.`of. each .pe-.cton. The on -line search represents 'one of the.
.rAajor near chan3e,s in direct patron service. 1.

.
,

This major- clistrage in the approach to"literat'ure searching has been ac-
companied...by a...dramatic. increase ,in tlfe nurrber of information. requests re-
ceived at the .Bio.Medi.cal Library. - In he-,,7 month period .fripin July 1972



through January .1973 ther were r.c,:re than 1400 requeAts for- computer
searcheS, indicating the bverwhelminczly favorable user response to this
new type of library service._

.

. ,
Itiqs expected that the rent addition of the SUNY service will fUrther

increase the volume of requests, because it provides even more comprehensive
coverage' of the biomedical literature than is currently ..available via the
MEDLINE service. With the two systems together, the 'library shoul'd413e able
to serve a wider range of health professionals than was previously pos-Sible:
It is.most import.ant that the two services be effectively ,co-cirdinated in
order to insure the best service to the user population. It is this co.- ;
ordinirtion process which is the'faain concern of the present paper. __After'
a brief description of both the MEDLINE and SUNY 'systems and .their coverage,
the remaindr, of the paper will be devoted to a *discussion of the way in
which the information services staff of the 13.brary plans to utilize both
services to their fullest Capacity in an effort to secure the best possible
result for-the patron who needs the., information.

MEDLINE

The 'National Library of Medicine's system, MEDLINE (MEDLARS ON-LINE), gives
access to 1,200 journals in the'Index Medicus data..base for the years 1970
to date. The ,usefulness 'of NMDLINE is enhanced by two additronal files
SDILINE (Selective Dissemination of Informatiori On-Line) arid' COMPFILE.
SDILINE is most effective as a-current awareness 'tool as it 'makes citations
on a' given subject available almost one month before .the monthly issueof
Index Medicus is, released. The COMPFILE,data base contains 'all..those Index
Medicus journals not included in MEDLINE.. Like 1EDLINE.; it covers the past
three 'years.. Thus a search on MEDLiNt and COMPFILE gives accesS to the

&total Index Medicus data base for a.thre year period. At the present, use
of COMPFILE is limited to 5 hours on Saturday.

..

Prior to its..Pa.rticipationin the MEDLINE system, the Bio-Me-dic,-al f, brary`
offered manual- search .service to a limited number of the faculty and to rural
practitioners without. local, library facilities:. Thus ,MEDLINE-:has not ,re-
placed regular service., Rather, it has added anew service heretofOre .

; unavailable to the University .student and tothe majority of the staff `and
*faculty.' '

The increasing amount of requests ,., the growing nuiaberof repeat' us' ers.,..
end the

system.
:comments by the,patrons all ;attest to the value of the

MEDLDIE system. But- '/EDLINE does have.eoMe limitations, especially in
institutions where a wide variety of' patrons from many 'disciplines are
seelcing'bibliographic assistance Four major probler2s in.-the MEDLINE service,
.havebeen- identified.- They are : (1) the- SThl-Te,-i--e-cfizetted is. poorly: covered

,IEDLIIT43, (2) the, nurrber*of years covercl. is' -not adequate., (3) MeSH valzabulary,
. does not include :the appropriate'term for' the search, and

.16
(4) the:IEDLINE

system is not .always available when needed.. ,

AlthOugh /.1inLINE. is a good sle.rvice. and has becofee ;very popular, it :eras
. .

flit that the Library 'should have several data bases_CoVering More years and
should have some variety cthe' apability .01' the sys stems .a.Vai lab le . Also,. .

.it was essential that 'there, be some assurance, of accessing the systemrwhen
.needed. . It was decided. that the coordinated NEDLIi and SUNY BIOMEDICAL ,.



COMMUNICATION NETWORK services would. aliminate .many of the problems andsprovide
the best service until such a time when other data bases ,could be added.

THE SUNY NETWORK

WRY Biomedical' Communication Network, with headquarters in Albany,
New York, offers its members retrospective searching of the complete .MEDLARS
(Index Medicus) data base containing more than 2 million citations from over
2,700 biomedical journals: Users nay obtain 'references-on-lirie from 1970
to the present and'off-line back through .1964, representing .over 9.years of,
literature coverage. The system is currently :available seven hours a day,
five days 'a week. Continuous access to the data is 'possible at any time during
this operational schedule.

SUNY -searches are processed in much the same way as ISDLINE searches,
and the type of.ontput.retunied to .the user is identical in content although .
somewhat different in forMat. Both' systems provide' current awareness oriSDI.
services in addition to the demand or .retrospective search service...

There are two basic diffeences. between. the SUNY and MEDLINE sysbems.
The first is their coverage. As pointed out above, the complete MEDLARS
file (references from over.2,700 journals) is available -via SUNY, while
MEDLINE covers only, one-half the MOLARS data base ( re feren ees to 1 ,200

journals). SUNY covers a nine-year time period from 1964 to the present;
*REDLINE covers only from 1970 to the present.

The.:other basic difference betWeen the two systems, is .the availability .

of an additional capability, in the SUNY system c'alfId the title scan, feature.
The title scan feature "makes it possible. to search for information more
specific .in nature than is the case on the.MEDDENE system._ Before an
information 'request can be p'rocessed on either' system, it must first be
'translated into; the control vocabulary Medical. Subject Headings (MeSH):
Since the MeSH listing' contains only about 8,000 berms it is obvious .that
in -many cases the Specific concept inquired by the user, does not exist as

. a retrieval term and a. more 'general term mast be used.. For example,. if
a user; wants to retrieve. articles on "snowmobile injuries!' the closest
available-MeSH ttarms are the more general headings such as ACCIDENTS, TRAFFIC,

. or SPORT /ED:Ecrrit OR ATHLETIC INJURIES, If terms such as these: are.
entered, the user 'will be faced with, a printont, containing a large number
of ,citations , -only a few of which will be specific to -snowmobile .injuries..
The title scan featUre -.offers a-solution to this type of retrieval problem
because it enables the user to fiirther restrict the output_ of a' general 7

search by requiring that a specific word. or phrase be .in theTtitles' of the
_articres. To retrieve citations specific to snowmobile injuries, the user
can ask:the computer to print out only those citations found under the
general headings which had the word "snowmobile's" in the title. For this

reason, the title scan..feature is/tc-r extremely valuable capabilityAhat
permit.; the processing of :many search 'requests on the SUNY, system that IT()tad

not be amenable tolEDLINE searching due to vocabulary re.strf.ctions:
,

THE COORDINATION OF THE IEDLINE AND SUNY SEARCH SERVICES

The availability of two distinct information-services makes, it extremely
important that guidelines are developed to determine the best possible

coordination of these services.



--How will-the-decision be made regarding which service to use for Which
types of information requests?

The following five ;factors have,been established as guidelines to help
determine the processing elternhtives for a given information 'request:

1: The stlbject, matter of..the request
2. The depth of the retrieval. requested
3. The time period to be covered
4. The voCabulary required
5 The urgency.of the request.

Subject Matter

If the subject matter fialt clearly into the realm of clinical medicine,: .

MEDLINE. will usually provide adequate`retrieval.. If the subject platter of
the search falls into an area which is Considered peilphera.l." to- clinical
medicine such as the basic sciences (biology, microbiology, biochemistry, .etp.)
or the behavioral sciences ( psychology, sociology-, etc.) the Search .w.-1.11
be processed on the SUNY systeni because Min's coverage in these areas is
more extensive. Requests in the area of. Nursing and..Dentistrj. rill alSo be
prOCessiid on SUNY because only the SUNY data bssb includes all citations
from the Int ern at ional- Nursing'. Index and the. Index to Dental Literature-.

Response to the announcement- that computer assieted.bibliographie. service was available hai come froni.a variety of health science and related
-disciplines. During the'month of January* 1973, MEDLINE search requests, were
tallied to determine use by different departmentd and disciplines. The
Department of. Cell Biology and Genetics yuitde.,:thetmost reqqests, with Nutrition
and Food-Sciences and Public. Health Nursing following in second and.nhird
place.. A'heavy emphasis on drug, and drug - related searches was also noted,,
with requests, coming not only from pharsacology andifthe medical sciences
but Psychology and Biochemistry as well. A count of the January. statistics
reveced. :52.. _different disciplines represented from the UniVersity alone -
a figure which does not reflect, the diversity of requests received from -

non-University' health 'profes s on als. From the requests received it is apparent
that more than-One data base is needed to cover the complexity of the medical
and biological subject matter needed.

Depth of Retrieval

On,the search request form that the user completes he.is asked to -

indicate the depth. of retrieval he expects from his search by checkthg one..of the followi-nz, eitermatives:-

1. Few, very,. relevant articles .,,- -

2. Comprehensive search with possibility of peripheral'material

If he checks ill,rhis searliCh will probably be professed adequately MEDLINE.
If he cheek. #2,. the search will be processed on SUNY..to provide more
comprehensive. retrieval. "

Time Perio.,

-11equests 'for the Most recer.t information only 611 be processed on PEDLDIE.
from 1970 to-the prssent.. If compreHe-nsive (overage is requested for the
current.years, however, surly can he. used. Three year ,coverage is not always

foc many suliject requests. Search requests from.outs-tate -practitioners-
for. example, often specify that the 1,tbrarian select appropriate articles from



. . .

,-- the bibliOgraphies. Iri the past; a manual search was often ddne to supplement! ,

a.MEDLINE search becaude th approPriate material, such as a review,' oft en appeared
bef re 1970. Requests for information- on very unusual cases also .reqUire

' se ching previous to 1970. l'ersons involved in extensive research Arojects
or t wri.ting of books, papers or grant proposals , normally request more
comprehenSive time coverage. Thase -requests for in,fOrmation:prior to 1970 will .
be processes on SUNY, since the ASUNY data base is`.searc.hable,back through 1964.

...

vb c4ibiaary ktequirt:td

Search requests for which appropriate MeSH terminology is available can
be' pradesded on either MEDLIN *or SUNY. I'f, howeire,r,-thereTis*.no. terranologY.'
specific, enough to ,adeaUately rest.rict a search, then the title scan feature
ef the SUNY system can be utilized, to provide better results. -A great

insny searcheth.such as the one mentioned above for "snowmobile injuries"
".will require the use of thii title can feature. °

.

In a local hospital library study, of the practicing physicians
requested a few relevant citations on a fairly specific subject. For
eiamibIe*; -re4-ceSt.fOr *biteti ad on left heart' "b1cSeit 'woad iidged" less
than satisfactory if it also -contained references to right heart blpck.
Since theMeSH.vocabulary contains, onlY the general-term Heart Block and
does' not account for the concept of right and left,, the search -Fould'lie
processed on SUNY with a title scan for "left" to provide the userwith
citations specific to his request.

`Urgency of the 'met
MEDLINE* is a shared computer system. AS such it is not always available

to every MEDLINE searcher when needed. When thenumber of requests pis high,
lack of immediate access is often a major problem. and has limited MEDLINE's
'potential for assisting the reference librailan'in the answering of complex
search questicins. The hospital study emphasiZed the need ,for assured
accessibility- td ..the data base. .0ne bibliography c- delved by the unwell-
ability of the system,. arrived too late to be useful for the physician,
'seeking information on the treatment for ingested glass.

Since the. SUNY is a leased line rather than'a shared-time system, users
. are assured' continuous access to its data base at any time during.the
operational

,

. However, both systeMs e occasionally subject to software or hai'dware
problems that- make them temporarily unavailable for searching....The (im-
portant point here is that with two sysiems available the change of in-
accessibility is reduced. If an urgent search` request comes in it will.
be proceesed on whichever system is availableat the ti,tae, becausethbth,
'systems process searches 'at: approximately the same speed. ,If both systems.
are ,ave.ilable,tfIen the decisiorcan be based on the other fabtorsadiscussed
above.

It' is hoped that 'by using these guidelizes for the _evaluation of all
incoming search requests , the best search -results can be i obtained. 'In
this way; MEDLINE and SUNY can combine to-provide more comprehensive, overall
'retrieval service for the likrarY patrons.

I-

So.



THE FUTURE

It is anticipated that the Bio-Medical Library will soon, be Able
offer even more on-line data base services -.in addition to the/MEDLARS data
base' that is, currently available viaMEDrINE d. wiry.

.
On-line access 'to data bases, in the areas of biology, chemistry,.

environmental,, science, pskchology and education is being planned by the
SUNY Network for use by, its, wmber libraries.

-- Wbkn these services become available', it .will be even more important '
that information requests are, channeled to the best Vossible data 'base's
for processing. The effective coordination of all' these machine services

.

'will provide the Bio-Medical Ratroas.with one of the most comprehensive
'and*ffective information sources in the' country. ft. .

. . .


